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I.

INTRODUCTION

IMEM (Integrated Modelling of European Migration) is a two-year project funded by NORFACE
(New Opportunities for Research Funding Agency Co-operation in Europe) to develop an
integrated model for estimating migration flows between countries in Europe. This project also
involves researchers from the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute (NIDI) and the
University of Oslo.
In order to fully understand the causes and consequences of international population movements in
Europe, researchers and policy makers need to overcome the limitations of the various data sources,
including inconsistencies in availability, definitions and quality. In this paper, we propose a
Bayesian model for harmonising and correcting the inadequacies in the available data and for
estimating the completely missing flows. The focus is on estimating recent international migration
flows between countries in the European Union, using data primarily collected by Eurostat and
other national and international institutions, as well as qualitative information from experts. The
methodology is integrated and capable of providing a synthetic data base with measures of
uncertainty for international migration flows and other model parameters.
The advantages in having a consistent and reliable set of migration flows are numerous. Estimates
of migration flows are needed so that governments have the means to improve their planning
policies directed at supplying particular social services or at influencing levels of migration. This is
important because migration is currently (and increasingly) the major factor contributing to
population change. Furthermore, our understanding of how or why populations change requires
reliable information about migrants. Without this, the ability to predict, control or understand that
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change is limited. Finally, countries are now required to provide harmonised migration flow
statistics to Eurostat as part of a new regulation passed by the European Parliament. Recognising
the many obstacles with existing data, Article 9 of the Regulation states that 'As part of the statistics
process, scientifically based and well documented statistical estimation methods may be used.'1 Our
proposed framework helps countries achieve this aim and provides measures of accuracy required
for understanding the estimated parameters and flows.
II.

BACKGROUND

The reasons for international migration are many. People move for employment, family reunion or
amenity reasons. Reported statistics on these flows, on the other hand, are relatively confusing or
nonexistent. There are two main reasons. First, no consensus exists on what exactly is a
"migration". Therefore, comparative analyses suffer from differing national views concerning who
is a migrant. Second, the event of migration is rarely measured directly. Often it is inferred by a
comparison of places of residence at two points in time or as a change in residence recorded by a
population registration system. The challenge is compounded because countries use different
methods of data collection. Migration statistics may come from administrative data, decennial
population censuses or surveys.
The timing criterion used to identify international migrants varies considerably between countries.
For population register data, international migration may refer to persons who plan to live or have
lived in a different country for a minimum period of three months, six months, one year, or even
more. Research is needed to reconcile the different timings used to collect or model migration data,
as well as between different collection systems.
International migration statistics also suffer from unreliability, mainly due to under-registration of
migrants and data coverage (Nowok et al. 2006). This is often caused by the collection method or
by non-participation of the migrants themselves. In general, migration data may be unreliable
because they are often based on intentions. Emigration data are particularly problematic because
migrants may not notify the population register of their movement because it is not in their interest
to do so. Surveys, such as the United Kingdom's International Passenger Survey, often do not have
large enough sample sizes to adequately capture the needed details for analysing migration. Without
a relatively large sample size, irregularities in the data are likely to appear, such as in the countryto-country-specific flows. Furthermore, flows for certain countries may be missing for particular
years or entirely. Finally, migration data may be available only for the total population, not for more
detailed demographic, socioeconomic or spatial characteristics required for a particular study.
Because of all the problems associated with inconsistency and missing data, there has been a very
limited amount of work carried out in the area of estimating international migration matrices. Most
of the estimation work has been focused on indirect methods for particular countries, independent
of others (e.g., Hill 1985; Jasso and Rosenzweig 1982; Schmertmann 1992; Van der Gaag and Van
Wissen 2002; Warren and Peck 1980; Zaba 1987). There are, however, three exceptions that focus
on European migration from which we can draw experiences: Poulain's (1993, 1999) "correction
factor" approach, Raymer's (2007, 2008) "multiplicative component" approach and Brierley et al.'s
(2008) Bayesian approach. The correction factor approach demonstrated the weaknesses of reported
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migration data and provided a simple mathematical method for adjusting the flows and making
them more consistent across countries. The multiplicative component approach showed how
standard spatial interaction models for internal migration could be applied to model international
migration flows in a hierarchical manner. Finally, the Bayesian approach demonstrated the
usefulness and flexibility of incorporating various forms of prior information and the importance of
distributions quantifying uncertainty in the predicted values.
Recently, Raymer with colleagues at NIDI have collaborated on a Eurostat-funded project to
estimate international migration stocks and flows in Europe. The work on estimating flows is
described in Raymer and Abel (2008). The methodology adopted by the MIMOSA (MIgration
MOdelling for Statistical Analyses) team represents a two-stage hierarchical procedure. The first
stage harmonises the available data by using a simple optimisation procedure (Poulain 1999)
benchmarked to Sweden's migration flow data, which are assumed to be measured more or less
without error (see also de Beer et al. 2009). The second stage estimates the missing marginal data
and associations between countries by using the available flows and covariate information. Both
stages are set within a multiplicative framework for analysing migration flows. No measures of
uncertainty are provided and the approach is sensitive to the model assumptions and estimation
procedure.
The above works have led us to the conclusion that a Bayesian approach is the only one capable of
integrating all the different types of data and expert judgements. There are two important
advantages of adopting a Bayesian approach in the context of the proposed research. First, the
methodology offers a coherent and probabilistic mechanism for describing various sources of
uncertainty contained in the various levels of modelling. These include the migration processes,
models, model parameters and expert judgments. Second, the methodology provides a formal
mechanism for the inclusion of expert judgement to supplement the deficient migration data. As
noted by Willekens (1994), a Bayesian approach for modelling international migration is
particularly well-suited for incorporating expert judgement to substitute for data shortages.
Applications of this approach in migration and population analyses include, for example,
predictions of international migration from time series models (Gorbey et al. 1999; Bijak and
Wiśniowski, forthcoming), non-migratory spatial movements (Congdon 2001), forecasts of fertility
(Tuljapurkar and Boe 1999) and mortality (Czado et al. 2005; Girosi and King 2008), and the
estimation of population size under situations of very limited information (Daponte et al. 1999, in
the study of the Kurdish population of Iraq). A thorough overview of applications of Bayesian
methods in social sciences, including demographic modelling in the multistate framework, is
offered by Lynch (2007).
III.

METHODOLOGY

There are two key design aspects of our methodology: (1) the development of the underlying
statistical framework and (2) the specification and elicitation of relevant expert prior information.
We address each of these in turn below.
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The Statistical Modelling Framework
The data of interest can be conveniently expressed in a two-way contingency table or matrix
showing the origin-to-destination flows with the cell counts corresponding to the number of
migrants in a specified period. Consider a matrix Z of reported migration flows (without age or sex)
and a corresponding matrix Y of true migration flows with unknown entries:
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We first briefly describe the model of Brierley et al. (2008), which is used as the starting-point for
the proposed research. The relationship between the true flows Y and reported flows Z may be
modelled as

(

)

log zij ~ N log yij ,τ 2 ,

i≠ j,

(1)

where, in this case, the log zij are independent and flows are not constrained to be integers.
The Bayesian approach requires a prior distribution reflecting prior belief about the unknown
quantities. Following previous work of Raymer (2007), Brierley et al. specified that the true
migration flows (on a logarithmic scale) followed a prior distribution which was centred on a model
similar to quasi-independence, so that

(

)

log yij ~ N µ + α i + β j , σ 2 .

(2)

The main idea behind this model was to produce estimates that closely corresponded with the
observed values, given that they must also satisfy margins which were assumed known and that
quasi-independence fitted values may provide reasonable estimates of the true migration flows. The
prior is particularly important for the estimation of missing flows, as it facilitates the ‘borrowing of
strength’ across observed flows which may contribute information to the estimation of missing
flows. This model is clearly only a starting point. It makes unrealistic assumptions and does not
incorporate covariate information on migration. Note that Brierley et al. introduced conventional
vague prior distributions for the model parameters. Because the model is complex, they were
required to develop a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method to compute the posterior distribution of
the migration flow matrix Y, and hence, to provide estimates of flows between ten Northern
European nations, and associated measures of uncertainty.
Based on the above work and experience of the investigators involved in the more recent MIMOSA
project, we believe that a statistical framework for migration estimation should be fully integrated,
and capable of incorporating multiple data sources and expert opinion and of producing reliable
estimates with levels of uncertainty. This is only achievable by developing a Bayesian
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methodology. In particular, we are developing a methodology that substantially extends the
exploratory log-linear model developed by Brierley et al. (2008) in the following ways.
We observe counts (flows) zijtk from country i to country j during year t reported by either the
sending S or receiving R country, where k = S or k = R. We assume that zijtk follows a
Poisson distribution:

( )
~ Po(µ ) .

zijtS ~ Po µijtS ,

(1)

zijtR

(2)

R
ijt

In our model, yijt is a true flow of migration from country i to country j in year t. In terms of
measurement, true flows are consistent with the United Nations (1998) recommendation for longterm international migration. The two measurement error equations are

log µijtS = log yijt + β i + l (κ i ) + ε ijtS ,

(3)

log µijtR = log yijt + γ j + l (κ j ) + ε ijtR ,

(4)

where we assume ε ijtS ~ N (0,τ S ) and ε ijtR ~ N (0,τ R ) . The variances of the error term do not depend

on the country. Instead, they simply depend on whether the data are captured by sending or
receiving countries. It is planned to extend this to allow them to vary by type of collection system
(e.g., population register or survey). The number of parameters required to capture differences in
accuracy will ultimately depend on our typology of collection systems and their relative ability to
capture migration flows, regardless of definition and coverage.
Differences in duration and undercount of emigration data are captured by the parameters β i = δ def (i ) − λ
and γ j = δ def ( j ) , where δ m is the effect of using duration definition m, def(i) is the definition used be
country i and λ is the effect of the undercount. Note that the δ for countries using the UN definition for
duration is zero. The country-specific parameter κ captures the differences in coverage with respect to the
UN (1998) definition of migration. A log-inverse-logistic transformation of κ , l (κ i ) = − log[1 + exp(− κ i )],
is included in the models. This allows us to set a normal prior for κ .

The true flows of migration may be modelled according to a set of covariate information.
Here, we rely on migration theory and empirical evidence to drive the development of the model.
The following sets out an initial model that will later be extended to include further variables. To
begin, consider the following 'gravity' model of migration:
log yij = α1 + α 2 log(Pi ) + α 3 log(Pj ) + α 4 d ij + ξ ij ,
(5)
where Pi and Pj are the mid-year populations in sending and receiving country, respectively, dij is a
dummy variable measuring contiguity (or neighbouring countries) equalling one if countries i and j
have a common border and zero otherwise, and α = (α1 ,..., α 4 )T is a vector of structural parameters.
Here α 2 and α 3 are elasticities of y with respect to population size. A priori, it is expected that they
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are positive and equal to one (i.e., they capture the proportional relative change of migration with
respect to relative change in population). Also, it is expected that α1 is negative (average migration
is a fraction of the population size) and α 4 is positive (i.e. migration between bordering countries is
larger). The random term ξ is assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and constant
variance σ 2 .
We plan to use covariates similar to those used in the MIMOSA project and by Abel (forthcoming).
Some issues may arise regarding the specification of priors for these variables. The choice of
covariates and the specification of the prior distributions are important as this model will provide
the only information for estimating the flows in the countries where the data are missing.
For the moment, we assume that all the parameters are constant over time. However, later on, we
plan to test whether this assumption is valid. For instance, we may want to include some timestructure over the parameter space.
The joint density of the flows and parameters, given the covariates, x, in the migration model is

(

)

(

f y, z , µ , δ , λ , κ ,τ , α , σ 2 | x = f (z | µ ) f (µ | y, λ , δ , κ ,τ ) f y | α , σ 2 ; x

( ),

f (λ ) f (δ ) f (κ ) f (τ ) f (α ) f σ

2

)
(6)

where f ( z | µ ) is the data model, f ( µ | y , λ , δ , κ ,τ ) is the measurement model, f ( y | α , σ 2 ; x ) is
the migration model and f (λ ) , f (δ ) , f (κ ) , f (τ ) , f (α ) and f (σ 2 ) are the priors. The distribution
of y given the observed flows, z, can be obtained by integrating every other parameter out of
density (6). Note, this characterises a Bayesian approach.
Constructing the Prior Distributions

In this project, research is undertaken into how to design a realistic and effective migration model
as described above, where available expert opinion can be conveniently incorporated and estimates
and measures of precision efficiently computed. While the proposed extensions provide more
realistic and flexible models for migration patterns, this comes at a price: the additional parameters
required may be weakly identified from the data. However, the Bayesian approach permits expert
opinion to be combined with the data to strengthen the inference. The Bayesian approach also
facilitates the combination of multiple data sources, with their differing levels of error, as well as
prior information about the structures of the migration processes, into a single prediction with an
associated measure of uncertainty. Hence, the elicitation of expert opinion concerning aspects of
model specification, as described above, is critical. The more complex models in this project are
only effective if priors genuinely informed by expert opinions are elicited.
The elicitation of prior information involves specifying the quality of data sources, the differences
in definitions and the role of the explanatory variables. Some information has to be elicited from
external experts, other information will be provided by team members. Experts will be asked to rate
the credibility they give to data arising from different types of data collection mechanism (e.g.,
survey versus register) and emigration versus immigration. Further, we will ask the experts about
rates of bias (e.g., systematic undercount) in some (or all) flows. Each expert will be asked to
supply a set of distributions representing their beliefs about certain model parameters. However, it
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is likely that experts will only be able to provide summary statistics concerning a subset of these
parameters. The totality of expert opinions will need to be combined into a single set of
distributions, allowing for the introduction of yet another source of uncertainty, related to the
heterogeneity of experts. To keep it under control, a multi-stage process of extraction (elicitation) of
expert judgement will be used, for example within a Delphi survey, whereby the expert opinions are
allowed to converge towards a common consensus. For a discussion of the approach and potential
problems related to the elicitation of judgement specifically from migration experts, see Bijak and
Wiśniowski (forthcoming).
Another critical aspect of prior elicitation will be to obtain information concerning which covariate
information should be included in the model (e.g., relative GDP, relative unemployment, language,
contiguity, etc.) and the size of any associated model parameters. This information will be based on
a meta analysis of existing studies. Experts will also be asked to provide their relevant knowledge
concerning covariates. Here, this project builds on the IDEA project, run within the EC 6th
Framework Programme in 2007-2009. IDEA concerns how certain European countries have
changed from net senders of migrants to net receivers of migrants and includes the preparation of
migration forecasts and policy recommendations. Bijak and Wiśniowski (forthcoming) provide a
good basis for including elicitation of expert knowledge for use in probabilistic (Bayesian)
migration modelling. The research further develops these ideas, in the specific context of the multicountry model for migration flows.
Finally, the IMEM project also builds on the experiences of the MIMOSA project which was
executed on behalf of the European Commission during the period 2007-2009, coordinated by NIDI
and involving Raymer, van der Erf, Abel, Bijak and Wiśniowski. The aim of MIMOSA project was
to develop appropriate methodologies to reconcile the differences in international migration
statistics in European countries and to provide consultancy to both Eurostat and Member States of
the European Union (EU) on the way to produce more reliable migration figures. The results of
MIMOSA (without measures of uncertainty) will serve as a useful starting point for the current
project and a basis for comparing the results.

IV.

DATA COLLECTION

The data used in the project comes from primarily from the Eurostat migration data base. These
migration data are collected by means of an annual questionnaire (i.e., the Joint Questionnaire on
Migration Statistics), which is sent to all national statistical agencies in the European Union. This
questionnaire is coordinated by the Council of Europe, the UN Statistical Division, the UN
Economic Commission for Europe and the International Labour Organization. Apart from the EU
countries, data are also collected for various other European countries, such as Iceland, Norway,
Switzerland and Turkey. The variables include age, sex, country of previous or next residence and
country of citizenship. Additional data may be obtained from websites organised and maintained by
national statistical agencies. Of particular importance to this project is a recent publication on
European migration by Poulain et al. (2006), which describes the current situation and sources of
international migration data in Europe in great detail.
To obtain data on expert judgements, we will build on the experiences gathered in the frameworks
of the IDEA project and the MIMOSA project. The form in which judgemental data will be elicited
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from the experts will be determined at the initial stage of the project. We will choose a method and
tools that allow for a proper translation of subjective expert knowledge into probability distributions
to be used in the Bayesian modelling. The elicitation method will first be subject to internal testing
by the research teams, so as to ensure that it provides unambiguous outcomes in line with the
research needs. External experts will be selected based on their familiarity with migration statistics
and statistical thinking and will be invited to be involved in one or more prior elicitation activities,
including a workshop discussion, a one-off survey and a multi-stage (Delphi) survey. The
information they provide to the team consists of both an assessment of the quality of the data
sources and an assessment of the importance of explanatory variables.
Subsequently, the aggregated judgements of the experts will be translated into prior probability
distributions to be used as input in Bayesian models. At this stage, various formulations of expert
knowledge will be taken into consideration. We will then compare the outcomes yielded by
different possibilities, as well as by the ‘reference’ (non- or weakly-informative) prior distribution.
In this way, we will be able to assess how robust our results are against technicalities in the
formalisation of judgemental information, and how important expert judgement is in our study.

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the initial model framework of the IMEM project. Prototype testing has
been done on a subset of countries and it appears to be a promising approach. The models are being
programmed in both R and WinBUGS. The next steps for the project are to continue developing the
model, including the borrowing of strength over time, and to elicit expert information on the
definition, coverage and accuracy aspects of the model.
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